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Abstract 

           Since the advancement in literary movements in the field of literature, a lot of 

researchers have shown interest in analyzing texts from Feministic perspective. By the time 

when Shaw took pen to write down his plays, Feminist movement got momentum as a result of 

intellectual and scientific discoveries. With the promotion of intellectual debates, writers took 

liberty to challenge the existing norms and values, so did Shaw in raising questions against the 

centuries old held beliefs about womanliness as women were considered not only inferior and 

helpless but also a weaker sex.  Though, a ‘Socialist’ in the true sense, Shaw has been labeled as 

a ‘Feminist’ because he was among those who raised voice for the equality of rights. However, 

his principle of socialism runs parallel to First Wave of Feminism. His play “The Devil’s 

Disciple” brings out the faults present in Victorian code of conduct, and regards Shaw as a 
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protector of womanhood against chauvinism.  Shaw’s Protagonist ‘Richard’ is the only person 

who bears the true seeds of morality and humanity which force him to stand by the side of  

‘Essie’ (an illegitimate daughter of his uncle) against his relatives and family. Present work is an 

endeavor to see and extent to which Shaw is a Feminist with reference to this play.. 

Key words: Feministic perspective, weak sex, socialist, chauvinism, illegitimate daughter. 

Introduction  

         Shaw is a modern writer. Like Sean O’ Casey and Henric Ibsen Shaw is also labeled as 

‘feminist writer. Up to them, women in literature, has been suppressed, always submissive and 

confined only to houses: being dependent on the male members, they were given no rights (as 

the males thought in general) to question anything. In Ibsen’s Doll’s House women is 

represented as a free and equal being to men. Although, Nora’s decision to leave Mr. Helmer 

was not acceptable, because women were not supposed to behave in such manner as the notions 

and values defined by patriarchal members go. It is the writer’s stance that provoked the sense of 

wisdom among women to question about their position not only in their society, but also in their 

homes. Similarly, it is Judith who collects her courage to say: “He is no longer my husband”. 

These plays left a topic of discussion among the masses about the role and value of women in a 

society. Moreover, the background settings of Juno and the Paycock are showing the war among 

Irish people for separate nation, leading only to chaos and causalities. Here, again it is womanly 

sight that can foresee the greater harms done by this jingoistic patriotism.  Juno’s realistic answer 

on the illusionary patriotism: ‘don’t you have Irish national regard for the dead’, is that ‘none of 

them have for livings’. Present study is meant to inspect the way Shaw represents women in his 

play “The Devil’s Disciple”. Moreover, an attempt is made to inspect whether Shaw is Feminist 
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or Anti-feminist and the way Victorian conventions represented women (especially with 

reference to the language they use to address women). In addition to this, query is also based to 

inspect the charge against Shaw that in his play, he portrays heroines as huntresses, who are 

always seeking for a man. 

Literature Review 

           Feminism is a movement that started in late 19
th

 century when the women started to 

question about their rights. Throughout the history women have been suppressed, victimized, 

subordinated and domesticated by men in some way or the other. It can be defined as a 

movement that worked to ‘eradicate sexual inequalities’ (Wollstonecraft 1792); liberate women 

socially as well as politically (Larsson 1997 & Mill’s 1869); an effort to terminate ‘women’s 

oppression’ (Hook 2000). Elworth (1996) puts forth the view that women and men in history had 

never enjoyed equal rights (p.238). Men and women are discriminated into genders on cultural 

grounds rather than biological differences as Millet (1971) views. Women are dominated by men 

from the very childhood (p. 28 & 31). It could be because they are less nurtured and lack of 

nourishment provides them lower status in some societies (Jaggar 1983, p. 37). According to 

Beauvoir (1972) women are at disadvantage from men and they face social discrimination which 

affects them morally as well as intellectually; and it is social condition that results in femininity 

(Spelman 1998). 

          Adams (1974) regards Shaw as anti-conventional playwright because he “portrays 

arresting and powerful women” (p. 17). Weintraub (1977) considers Shaw a supporter of 

women’s freedom that they ought to liberate themselves from their traditional role and 

subordination. Rao (2007) holds the view that Shaw was a feminist long before the movement 
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came into being. Shaw witnessed the inequalities that women suffered from, in Victorian 

Society. His female characters are not up to the norms set by their society; hence appear as 

totally ‘new women’. The purpose of marriage, according to Shaw is to only procreate for the 

“continuance of human race”, but is used in patriarchal societies to subjugate women, Verma, K 

& Sharma K (2010, p. 36). 

Since Shaw’s role is neglected by the feminists prior to world war, Graham (2014) highlights the 

role Shaw played in fight against patriarchy, redefining gender roles and marriage laws. Quahiba 

(2014) took three of Shaw’s plays in order to understand his stance about feminism. While 

studying Mrs. Warner’s Profession, through Marxist feminist perspective, Quahiba reveals that 

Shaw was concerned with economic oppression of women. In man and Superman Shaw appears 

to assert the superiority of women over men owing to the fact that women have ‘reproductive 

power. However, a thorough analysis of Pygmalion brings to the fact that there is need of an 

inner revolt in women along with outer reforms in order to eradicate patriarchy. 

Discussion 

          A thorough study of the play helps in analyzing Shaw’s approach as a feminist writer. 

Generally, prevailing opinion is that Shaw portrays woman as “huntress”, who is chasing and 

searching the best. Shaw might not be a feminist in his approach; rather he portrays women in 

the true sense of the words without any biasness. However, at times while reading the play it 

seems that his approach is to some extent feminist, and sometimes anti-feminist. What he does is 

that he depicts the societal roles that Victorian society has given to women so far. It is this 

Victorian society that sees women with a narrow mindedness. Moreover, women, in Victorian 

era, were considered as submissive, weak and subordinate to men. Such typical role is evident in 
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the marital relation of Mr. Anderson and Judith. Judith is a woman, who, instead of being treated 

as a wife, has been living as a “pet” in Mr. Anderson’s house (p. 90). Mr. Anderson’s character 

is representative of a typical Victorian husband. He uses such expressions as all other men used 

to do, to patronize and address their wives. About the marital relation of Judith, one might think 

that she chooses him merely out of need for protection.  This shows that women were not secure 

enough and that they choose on the criterion of the level of security they expect and receive. 

Shaw’s job here is to criticize the Victorian values, but not to be little women. Whatever the 

circumstances of family were women were never ever expected and allowed to walk in an anti-

patriarchal manner.  

          In support to the above given argument another play A Doll’s House is recalled, which 

shows that women have been suppressed in Victorian society. Ibsen’s heroine, Nora, represents 

the typical women of that society, who have been treated in the same way as Nora was treated by 

her husband. There started a topic of debate among the women to question about their status in 

their family. Hence, it led women to think about their sanctity, to stand against suppression and 

dominance so as not to lose their identity as a weak gender; which was very much degenerated. 

          Another character Essie, who bears the label of illegitimacy, is treated with no respect at 

all, as in the very beginning the expression “unfeeling sinful girl” suggests (p. 51). Despite this, 

she should be treated as a normal human being. But, she is suppressed and treated in a way that 

she is supposed to ‘show obedience by doing’ what is directed to, in order to be a ‘good girl’ (p. 

53 & 66). The fault did not lie with the girl, but with the society and the people she lived in. Had 

she been a boy, no matter an illegitimate one, she might have stood against the people. For 

instance, Shakespeare’s character, Edmund also endured a mark of illegitimacy, but he was 

strong enough to fight and claim for his rights, without justifying the means he adopted. He 
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proved himself to be a better product instead of being a curse (as the so called expression goes) 

on family or society. Here, in case of Essie, the matter is quite reverse not because of the fact that 

she was illegitimate but she was a weak sex too.  

          In Victorian societal roles and practices, male dominance is quite evident in the scene 

when the “New will” is announced by Mr. Dudgeon in the absence of Mrs. Dudgeon, 

highlighting patriarchy on the part of husband, although “he had nothing of his own” (p.58). 

However, the money they had was the money Mrs. Dudgeon brought with her, but even then she 

does not have authority enough to ‘deal with her own money’ (p. 59). This also shows that 

women in Victorian society do not have any support from the ‘law’ to claim even for their own 

rights. Mrs. Dudgeon seems quite justifiable in her opinion: “We are told that the heart of man is 

deceitful above all things and desperately wicked” as male exertion of power is obvious from the 

will (p.59). It can be inferred from quoted lines that Mr. Dudgeon has the qualities similar to 

typical Victorian men, who does not want to transfer money to a woman because money breads 

power. Practice of unequal distribution of power is at work. Despite the fact that Mrs. Dudgeon 

had “rightful legal will” and  “more lawfully worded”, and new will is “wrongly and irregularly 

worded”, even then “the courts will sustain the claim of a man... against any woman” (p. 78). 

She could not have authority and power enough to claim for her own money, because claim of a 

woman was not considerable as the norms and values suggested.    

          Mrs. Dudgeon’s character gives ample information about the way Victorians have set the 

values in order to confine them so that they ought to submit themselves. Further, she bursts out 

on contemporary religious figure. She was not allowed to marry a person to whom she yielded. 

Instead, she was ‘warned and strengthen against her heart’ (p. 60). Religious valued (as defined 

by Puritans) could not allow her. It was just because she was a woman. She herself claims: 
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“discipline has made me the woman I am” (p. 60). It refers to the fact that women were 

subordinate to men. A woman, in Victorian society is not supposed to follow her heart, but a man 

who is respectable enough to be a representative of religion can ‘follow his heart in marriage’, 

just because he is a man and powerful too (p.60).  

          As portrayed in act I, Judith is a fearful girl, who only knew about how to obey her 

husband in any case within the walls of religion. The very thought of Richards haunts her, and is 

patronized by M. Anderson, after Richards has threatened them. Judith is vexed by the coming 

‘danger’, and Mr. Anderson calms her by saying: “Not the least in the world”, but only for those 

“who are afraid of it”. It shows that Anderson is a source of security for her, and that she 

considers him ‘right’, and she herself claims, “I suppose I’m not brave: that’s all” (p. 87 & 88).  

As long as she had the sense of security from her own husband, she remains loyal to him. For 

Richards, She boasts in the start of act II: “I do hate him” (89).But, the moment she realized that 

Mr. Anderson is no more around her, she needed someone, who could be the best who suits her. 

As the act II proceeds, after Mr. Anderson has left the house and Richards is taken away by 

military, she develops some intimacy with Richards, despite the fact that he is neither her 

husband, nor her lover. Ironically Anderson says, “my dear, you are really fonder of Richard 

than you are of me”.  Development of the plot indicates the prospects on the behalf of which it 

can be put forth that Judith was inclined towards Richard. 

          In the course of the play, Richard is summoned by Mr. Anderson at his home. He is 

summoned because Mr. Anderson thinks that he might be in some danger, and hence should be 

saved, since it is their religious obligation to save someone whoever he/she is. Situation becomes 

melodramatic as Mr. Anderson is leave talking to see Mrs. Dudgeon, who is ill. In his absence, 

military men come to his home to arrest him. Since, he himself is not present, so they took 
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Richards as Mr. Anderson mistakenly. However, in start her morality and love for her husband 

does not allow her to save Richards and totally blind utters: “Richards must die”. Later, in the 

play, when her husband takes leave; she considers as if he has left to save himself. There arouses 

in her some feelings of compassion and love for Richards, as he acted so bravely that he won the 

heart of Judith and she acted in such a way that she looked totally indifferent to her own 

husband. 

           As the act III proceeds, she totally surrenders herself, being totally blind and indifferent to 

her ‘faith’, duties and responsibilities as the wife of a religious figure: Mr. Anderson. She 

seemed to be totally indifferent to her religion and social values. It is because when a woman 

falls in love, she becomes vulnerable. She is no more a patronized wife of act I, but a woman 

brave enough to go in front of military to expose the truth. It is so, because her ideal has 

changed. What was scornful in act I is loveable in act III. She thought him a better man, and 

hence is willing to do everything possible to save him. 

          When she has a chance to see Richards, she becomes submissive as the expression 

“disobeyed” suggests when her husband could not raise up to her expectations (p. 115). She, 

possessing a womanly wisdom knows that due to ‘strange notions’ of men, they ‘lose those 

whom they love’ (p. 117). That is exactly the reason she tries to convince Richards that she can 

save him even “no matter how cruel the death was” (p. 116). She seems too much concerned 

about him that she ‘implores’ him to save himself for her sake and makes a statement: “I will go 

with you to the end of the world” (p. 118 & 120). As ‘breathless and delighted’ at the call of 

Richards she is over occupied by the feeling that he might be in love with her. As the court 

proceeded, deserted by all that was happening to Richards, Judith “could not help it” and spoke 

out Richards’ true identity; although she claimed that she “will keep faith” (p. 120 & 132).  
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           At the end of act III, story takes another twist. Richards is about to be hanged. Judith 

seems to be totally restive at sight of the gallows.  She asks Richards if he would not say her 

‘goodbye’ (p. 146). Meanwhile, Mr. Anderson appears on the stage with a safe-conduct to revert 

the orders of death. With this twist in the story, Judith’s character also takes a twist. Before his 

arrival cracks comment on her conduct: “you ought to be ashamed of yourself, running to see a 

man hanged that’s not your husband” (p. 142). The moment she saw that her husband acted like 

a brave man in true sense of the word; being only ‘ashamed’, she again transferred her loyalties 

toward her husband despite the claim that he is no more her husband.  

           The above gathered evidences seem to label Judith as a woman who is moved by the urge 

to find and avail the better option. In so doing, she tries to do everything possible. Her conduct to 

save Richards from death as not to lose; and at the end to request Richards not to disclose 

anything to her husband could be an attempt to save her marital relation with Mr. Anderson. To 

label her as huntress would not be unjust as her attempts show. 

          In short, the way, Shaw portrays women, is neither inclined to nor biased against women. 

He portrayed the character as he saw moving in society. For him women are assigned with the 

basic responsibility by nature. The law of nature is to ‘replenish and multiply, and nature has 

assigned this duty to women while the role of men is only instrumental as Shaw supports his 

conception of women in another play. 

 

Conclusion 
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          Critics put forth the argument that Shaw was a feminist long before the movement came 

into being. His characters do not conform the prevailing conventions and traditions. They have 

courage enough to redefine values according to their convenience. A thorough study of play 

helps in analyzing various female characters, namely: Mrs. Dudgeon, Essie and Judith. Former 

two characters are typical of Victorian women who are unable to enjoy their rights. Both are 

weak in some or the other way because of the fact that they are women. The heroine, though 

initially submissive, turns out to be a totally different woman. In all her actions, during the 

course of play she has been running after a person ‘brave’ enough to provide her security. In so 

doing, she forgets the norms and values of her society. However, still her character is not that 

much strong that she can stand upon her claim. So, to label her as a huntress (not in the negative 

sense of the word) would not be unjustified. 
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